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Who is Tim Biesbrouck?
Excited by trends and developments in automotive and motorsport I
soon realised that mobility and racing were evolving. Fascinated by
speed and fast cars I was thrilled by the opportunity to join world's first
championship with fuel cell powered vehicles. Being part of what felt as
the future of racing created opportunities to share new ideas with the
world. The first zero emission car I've seen was one running on
hydrogen, competing in this Formula Zero Championship in 2008.
In that time I was completing a marketing study, won the 2009
Bridgestone e-reporter competition and wrote motorsport related
articles, PR reports for teams, drivers and racing series as early as 2006.
My excitement for electric racing got noticed by a Berlin based
motorsport firm who aimed to launch a world wide city centre
hydrogen fuel cell powered racing series. I was offered an amazing
opportunity to set up the communication department. We organised
Azerbaijan's first motorsport event (GT) in 2012, but the 'H2 series' has
yet to be launched.
Nevertheless, there was no time to lose: currently I am working as a
freelancer based in the Netherlands since Q2 2014, being asked for
various writing assignments and I am developing an electric racing and
supercar media platform ElectricAutosport.com where I created
opportunities to speak with interesting people from firms like DHL,
Qualcomm, Venturi and Rimac Automobili. I also was asked to work on
communication for 80 Day Race: a sustainable global race in which
competitors circumnavigate the world without using a single drop of
fossil fuel. An inspiring adventure starting in 2016.
Find recent examples of my work in the English language below and
don't hesitate to contact me for anything you would like to know or
share with me.
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+31 6 17 252 877 / tim@formulabluemedia.com
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What's included?
Three featured stories regarding the electric FIA Formula E Championship I wrote for
ElectricAutosport.com. Some were written after accepting an invitation from the firms
involved. I have also included three 'latests news' items from the Formula E raceweekend in
Putrajaya, Malaysia: articles that could not have been written during the weekend if I wasn't
there. Also two reports can be found: one review about the most interesting drivers
participating in the Formula E Putrajaya ePrix and one race report written on behalf of the
GT4 European Series.
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Formula E battery guru on development and
gives outlook
Tim Biesbrouck, November 18, 2014 (web link)
Williams Advanced Engineering is currently the sole battery supplier in Formula E. With a
heritage in Formula 1 and the development of cutting edge batteries, the British
manufacturer was given the task to design, develop and manufacture batteries in record
time to power the vehicles in world’s first championship with electric single seat racing cars.
Electric Autosport co-founder Tim Biesbrouck looked into this epic journey with Okan Tur,
the mastermind behind the concept of the Formula E battery. Tur, having worked previously
for AVL and Mercedes-Benz, took a leadership role in the design and development of the
entirely in house manufactured batteries.
Experience counts
Without a reliable battery, a performance vehicle wouldn’t last very long on the race track.
And as it is the championship’s aim to demonstrate the viability of electric vehicle
technology, this component is vital for the series’ success. It also had to meet the FIA’s
safety requirements, to provide enough energy to run a specified distance and must provide
a significant amount of power too.
Williams had the right credentials for the job as the engineers have decades of experience
with Formula 1 technology including the more recently introduced Kinetic Energy Recovery
System (KERS). When Formula 1 introduced KERS, Williams was the only team to develop
this technology entirely in house. The industry was impressed and Jaguar became its client.
The gathered knowhow on batteries was soon integrated in the C-X75 hybrid supercar.
Williams established Williams Advanced Engineering in 2010 and from that point a growing
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team of engineers with automotive, aerospace and motorsports backgrounds are working on
tomorrow’s technology.
Relevance
And this technology is one way or another ending up in consumer vehicles. “We
commercialise our technology in a range of sectors such as public transport, road cars, and
energy grids. Our engineers get a real kick out of seeing technology that has originated in
racing being used by people in their everyday lives. This is especially true when it is energy
efficient technology that is helping to tackle important issues such as global warming,” Tur
knows and the gives an example. “Williams pioneered active suspension in Formula One in
the early 90’s, and this has now worked its way into road cars. We have also seen some of
our energy storage technology being introduced in London buses and energy grids.”
Challenge
Williams was given one year to design, develop and manufacture the batteries that would
power all cars. A tough challenge began. “We were given a very strictly defined size and
shape that the battery had to fit into. Our initial concept started to evolve as a number of
obstacles became apparent, but we specialise in problem solving at Williams and we always
managed to find a solution,” Tur knows.
He explains: “One of the fundamentals of designing any racing car component is making sure
that the component works within its optimum operating temperature range. The Formula E
battery was no different. We have skilful thermodynamics engineers at Williams. It took long
hours of testing and computer aided engineering studies. We came up with electrical,
thermal, computational fluid dynamics models to estimate the thermal behaviour of the
battery and the solutions we considered.”
However, the development went very quickly. As they were used to work in a demanding
Formula 1 environment, they developed the first prototype in 6 months. Testing started
immediately and the battery was powering the first Formula E car as early as February 2014.
In May, Tur and his team were satisfied with the product and started the manufacturing
process. “In total we completed over a season’s worth of mileage testing the car on racing
circuits around France. Not many, if any, companies aside from Williams would have been
able to design and build such sophisticated batteries in 12 months and I am very proud of
how the team has performed.”
Outlook
As Tur said, technology developed in motorsports might get introduced to road cars in the
future. We already have battery electric cars on the road and the first hydrogen fuel cell
powered vehicles are becoming available. Both types of propulsion has its advantages and
disadvantages. The question rises: what is the outlook for sustainable car technology?
“Some manufacturers are already quoting more than a 400 kilometre range on their
products. I do not want to fortune tale but at Williams we are closely monitoring some
promising new cell level developments,” he says intriguingly. “I would like to be optimistic
and say it will be possible within the next 10 years to extend the range of electric vehicles in
a cost effective way.”
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Batteries are key in any sort of vehicle, Tur predicts. “The battery electric cars have
progressed more than the fuel cell powered cars. That’s my observation in the last 15 years
I’ve been involved in this industry,” he says and notes that the challenge is not only
technical, but also economical. “I would think that hydrogen fuel cell cars will need to be
some sort of hybrid cars anyway, including a battery to keep regenerative braking capability
of an electric propulsion system.”
Dominance
Being the sole battery supplier for Formula E has advantages. The British firm has extensive
knowledge in the design, development and manufacturing of these components. From the
second season the teams are able to develop their own powertrain, including the battery. “I
think we will be well placed to become the leading choice and help Williams powered teams
achieve more success in Formula E,” Tur hopes. ” I want the Williams Advanced Engineering
electric propulsion system to be the dominant one on the circuit.”
In the end it comes down to another important pillar of racing. “You race to win. This is core
to the DNA of Williams and we have won 16 World Championships in Formula One and 116
races because we constantly strive for success,” Tur concludes.
This article is based on the interview taken for contemporary men’s style magazine CODE
where Electric Autosport co-founder Tim Biesbrouck contributed on. Some information may
or may not have been published before in the Dutch and German languague.
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DHL solved Formula E’s logistical nightmare
Tim Biesbrouck, August 24, 2014 (web link)
By initiating a global championship for electric vehicles it raised the question how
sustainable it really would be. One of these topics addresses transportation. How on earth
can a racing series be called ‘green’ if you are having events in four continents? DHL is
official founding and logistics partner of the FIA Formula E Championship and found
solutions to minimise the carbon footprint. ElectricAutosport.com was one of the few media
given a look behind the scenes.
All ten Formula E teams are located at the British Donington Park circuit. That is convenient
in terms of transportation as everything can be shipped together instead of having teams in
different parts of the world. Another benefit is that the workshops are close to East
Midlands Airport where DHL has a 174,000 sqm cargo hub operational. From there, the cars
and equipment could fly to destinations around the world. But that would not be very
sustainable.
Calendar
At the time Rio de Janeiro and Rome had indicated that they would like to have race, the
logistical challenge began. Many other cities expressed their interest, but how can you travel
around the world as sustainable as possible? DHL provided a solution to a possible logistical
nightmare. “We were very happy that DHL came on board in such an early stage of our
preparation,” says Jaume Sallares, Chief Marketing Officer of Formula E. Their partner does
not just only provide cargo shipping. “We sat down with DHL to improve efficiency like the
order of the races and the type of transport we would be using. They gave us tangible advice
and together we drafted the calendar.”
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DHL asked the organisers not to fly back after every event and the calendar was divided into
clusters. It starts in Asia in September, before they visit South America in the end of the
year. North America follows early next year before the racing series finishes with events in
Europe in spring and summer. “We’re transporting everything to Beijing by road and rail and
from Asia we will travel to the America’s by ocean. We will emit fewer emissions by using
different types of transportation,” says Alistair Gates, Director of the DHL GoGreen
programme. “Also, a special way of dissembling the cars to fit into the containers more
efficiently does reduce the amount of our carbon footprint.”
Challenges
DHL explained to be able to move all the cargo from one place to another in 48 hours,
something that is being practised in Formula 1 today. The calendar challenge was tackled
together with Formula E. But what about the lithium-ion batteries in the cars? “The lithiumion batteries are considered as dangerous,” says Pierluigi Ferrari, DHL’s Motorsport Deputy
Managing Director. DHL has helped with all the paperwork and made sure that the battery
packaging are conforming international UN3480 regulations. “Like the KERS system in
Formula 1, batteries are creating problems. For example it is forbidden to transport these by
passenger aircraft and even in cargo you really have to help the company to prepare the
transportation of ‘dangerous goods’. Together with Williams, the battery supplier, and
Formula E we have managed to solve all our problems in order to ship everything around the
world.”
Why DHL commits to Formula E
With approximately 294 million shipments and 4,147,000 tones of airfreight, DHL Express is
a big player in transportation. The logistics sector is one of the largest polluters globally and
that is one of the reasons DHL has embraced the sustainability topic. They initiated a
‘GoGreen’ programme with the objective to improve the carbon efficiency of their
operations and subcontractors by 30% from 2007 to 2020.
Committing to Formula E goes further than transportation of the cars and helping the
organisers to draft the calendar. “We are using Formula E for testing purposes of additional
technologies for logistics in a real environment,” says Manuela Wilbaut, who is responsible
for DHL’s Automotive Sustainability Programmes. “Additionally as a business, we are
introducing green products like reusable packaging and we are trying to optimise our supply
chain. New developments and best practises will be rolled out throughout the network. That
is also what we expect with our experience in Formula E.” In addition, DHL increased its fleet
of climate-friendly vehicles to 11,500 this year.
One of the key motivators to step into Formula E is the chance to promote its green
operations, to push its education programmes and providing a platform for building staff
and customer relationships. As a motorsport environment requires, DHL shipment is
expected to be fast too. And thanks to its global operations, no challenge seems large
enough to tackle possible logistical nightmares.
This article was made possible by DHL but is independently written by
ElectricAutosport.com.
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How Formula E can accelerate the adoption
of wireless charging
Tim Biesbrouck, August 12, 2014 (web link)
Can you imagine a world where we are all driving electric cars and you don’t ever have to
physically plug in your vehicle to charge? Clever engineers at Qualcomm think that this
might be possible sooner than we anticipate. Motorsport might help accelerate this ideal EV
scenario. One of the reasons it partnered up with the new global electric FIA Formula E
Championship is to showcase wireless charging technology.
“When we talked about the idea of wireless charging, every car company said yes, please,
we would like to improve the vehicle’s freedom,” says Graeme Davison, Vice President of
Technologies within Qualcomm Europe. ElectricAutosport.com sat down with the
technology expert along with his colleague Joe Barrett, Senior Director at Qualcomm, during
one of the Formula E tests held at Donington Park.
Qualcomm isn’t just about the chips in our mobile devices. The American multi-billion tech
giant is a master in doing research, investing five billion dollars a year to develop new
innovating ideas. One of its wireless technologies is called Qualcomm Halo™, focusing on
wireless electric vehicle charging. “A team of research engineers worked on charging mobile
devices like smartphones and tablets and examined the possibility of high power charging.
They made it work, but they didn’t know what to do with it. So we thought: ‘why not charge
electric vehicles wireless?” Davison explains.
Concerning Formula E; the Qualcomm Halo™ technology will be embedded in the safety car
and Drayson Technologies, set up by former British Minister of Science Lord Paul Drayson,
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has licensed the technology. Drayson has been involved in a number of electric racing
projects since 2007 and is a partner of the TrulliGP Formula E Team.
How it works
“Do you have an electric toothbrush at home?” Davison asked. “Wireless charging your car
works exactly the same way. What we’ve done is to make this system more efficient,
increasing the gap between the charging pads and make it suitable for transferring more
power.”
Qualcomm Halo™ Wireless Electric Vehicle Charging (WEVC) technology uses resonant
magnetic induction to transfer energy between a ground-based pad and a charging pad on
the electric vehicle. The base pad and the vehicle pad are magnetically coupled, and the
energy is transferred wirelessly from the base pad, into the vehicle pad, where it is used to
charge the vehicle’s batteries.
It’s as simple as that. The system has a high tolerance of misalignment and it claims an
efficiency of over 90%. The technology would make it possible to dynamically charge your
vehicle in the near future too.
Convenience
Charging on the go, not to worry about plug in your car into a socket when you are in a hurry
and a possible decrease of range anxious: convenience is the largest benefit of wireless
charging. “Take the example of the mobile phone, video recorder, DVD or any other
electronic device you use on a regular basis. It is all about ease of use,” Davison points out.
Mass adoption of new technology has to meet this requirement. That should be the key for
success. “With Qualcomm Halo™ WEVC you just park your car, get out and your phone
automatically asks if you would like to charge or not. You tap yes and walk away.”
What’s next?
Wireless charging your car at home or at a parking lot near the supermarket would be the
first step. The possibilities seem endless. “You eventually get to a point where a taxi driver is
able to charge while queuing before getting the next passengers,” Barrett explains. “And
from that point you can start putting the technology into the road. Then you will be able to
charge and drive at the same time. ‘Snack charging’ is how Graeme calls it.” There is indeed
a future roadmap for dynamic charging. “Then you effectively never have to charge with a
cable.”
Qualcomm is engaged with car companies around the world and has helped developing
prototypes with integrating its technology. One of them is Renault, another partner of
Formula E and is title sponsor of the e.Dams-Renault Formula E Team. “We’ve been getting
technology to a stage from where you can use it commercially. We think it’s going to be
2017 when you see wireless charging as a product or option while selecting a car,” Barrett
predicts.
Formula E
But what exactly caught Qualcomm’s attention to get involved in Formula E? “We both share
a strong belief in sustainability and we believe that the car is our next mobile device. And
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where better to showcase new technologies as in motorsport”, Davison says. “Formula E’s
vision of fan experience is different from what we’ve seen in any other championship,
making them part of the event. Whether they are at the track or not, it is what you can do
on mobile devices that keeps fans engaged.” Davison points to fanboost where you can vote
for your favourite driver so he gets a boost of electric energy for overtaking for instance,
online gaming and implementation of augmented reality.
The 200kW (270hp) strong battery-electric Formula E racing cars aren’t embedded with
Qualcomm’s Halo™ technology, but the safety car will be. “It will use our system during the
first season,” says Barrett. The car will be presented on the 19th of August at Donington
Park. “It needs to be instantly available. So you can’t get out of the car, unplug and pull
away. Seconds can cost lives.”
Wireless charging technology is however not new to motorsport. Lord Paul Drayson and his
team of engineers have built the 640kW (850hp) Drayson B12/69 EV, a Le Mans based
prototype and equipped the record-breaking vehicle with Qualcomm’s WEVC technology. He
signed up to Formula E as a technology advisor at first and he soon became a team owner.
However, a surprisingly early exit was announced in June when Drayson handed over the
rights to Jarno Trulli. “From a business perspective he wants to become a worldwide
motorsport wireless charging expert,” says Barrett. “Drayson and Trulli will be cooperating
on wireless charging to put it onto the car in the future.”.
We could see wireless charging technology integrated in the Formula E race cars as soon as
the second season when technical rules will allow teams and constructors to make
adjustments to the powertrain. “We can expect improvements on batteries, battery
management systems, etc.,”, Davison predicts. “That is what Formula E wants: to accelerate
EV development. And we found that interesting too.”
Not only from a technological point of view the series could improve electric vehicles, but it
could change people’s perception too. “Electric cars aren’t sexy,” Davison says. “But when
people start seeing the Formula E cars go round, they will notice electric cars can be quick,
exciting to watch and that they are cool.”
Changing lives
Question remains how soon it will be before we are all charging our vehicles without a cable.
“I couldn’t imagine in 1985 that there would be 7 billion mobile devices globally in 2014,”
Barrett says, pointing out that you can play with the thoughts of the impossible. Another
argument for a steep development cycle comes from Davison: “We’re changing phones
every year. Car manufacturers have a four to five year cycle when it comes to developing
new cars. And concerning EV’s, I think this development cycle is shrinking.”
“Technology is really great when it changes peoples lives,” Davison says. “Formula E is not
only about electric cars being fun and fast, it helps to accelerate the adoption of EV’s,
bringing a new experience to the people and engaging them in a different way. With wireless
charging technology we are addressing to those principles as well: making fun and changing
peoples lives.”
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First look into Formula E’s provisional
technical roadmap
Tim Biesbrouck, November 27, 2014 (web link)
The FIA Formula E Championship and its teams are already gearing up for the second season.
The currently one make series is not about the last for long as the electric racing series will
open up to new manufacturers and inventions to allow technological improvements on the
electric powertrain. The teams are currently discussing proposals behind closed doors.
Electric Autosport investigated this interesting matter.
An association has been initiated recently to look after the interests of the teams. Operated
from the United Kingdom by General Secretary Oliver Weingarten (formerly FOTA and
Premier League), the association’s goals are to ensure the championship remains
competitive and compelling entertainment whilst maintaining cost control and the
commercial sustainability of the series.
Chairman of the Formula E Teams’ Association is Virgin Racing’s Alex Tai, whilst Jean-Paul
Driot of e.dams-Renault and Thomas Biermaier of Audi Sport ABT have been elected by the
teams as Vice-Chairmen. Heading up the Technical Working Group is Dilbagh Gill (Mahindra
Racing).
The association also aims to suggest a development roadmap for the coming seasons which
will drive technical innovation and attract the participation of the major car manufacturers,
whilst at all times will seek to maintain, engage and increase the championship’s fan base.
The teams are not keen to open up the championship’s technical regulations dramatically as
the costs will go through the roof. It is proposed that improvements can be made to the
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electric powertrain to make it more energy efficient, but not initially to develop a battery for
next season.
It is expected to see Williams Advanced Engineering supplying the power units a little longer,
perhaps tweaked to increase the power output. A different braking system is expected from
season 2 and a change in transmission from season 4. The Spark-Renault SRT_01E cars are
currently rear wheel drive, but this may change to an all wheel drive system. This results in
the ability to regenerate more power whilst braking. Aerodynamics will remain the same
over the next years.
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Formula E tackles ‘failing’ gearboxes: solution
adds 8 kg
Tim Biesbrouck, November 20, 2014 (web link)
It was quite ironic. 40 state of the art battery powered electric Formula E cars ran trouble
free in Beijing in September. But there was only one component that destroyed the
weekend of many drivers. It was a piece of technology coming from conventional cars: the
gearbox.
The teams, drivers and all the companies behind the development of the Spark-Renault
SRT_01E have done an outstanding job understanding the new race vehicle. However, plenty
of cars broke down after brushing the walls. Formula E even ran out of spare gearboxes.
When a Formula E car makes contact with the concrete construction, the rings at the casing
of the gearbox may break and looses stability. Electric Autosport have seen the V-shaped
construction that must ensure that the gearbox will stay where it is when there is a bit of
contact on the rear of the car. All 40 vehicles will be equipped with this solution. We will
soon find out if it affects the handling of the car as it will add 8 kilogrammes to each car.
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A broken gearbox case where the rings to attach to the chassis are gone

The solution to make sure that the gearbox case won't be damaged when there is minor
contact with the wall
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Venturi’s race before the race in Putrajaya:
building a car
Tim Biesbrouck, November 20, 2014 (web link)
Something that remembers the inaugural race of the FIA Formula E Championship is the
collision between Nick Heidfeld with Nico Prost in the final lap of the race, setting the
Venturi vehicle airborne and it crashed hard into the barriers. Both drivers walked away, but
Heidfeld’s car suffered significant damages. There was limited time to rebuild and getting
ready for race two as all the vehicles were shipped from Beijing to Putrajaya almost
immediately after the race.
Four flight boxes each containing a car were ready to unpack on Wednesday afternoon. One
of these included a spare chassis, connected with the necessary parts. And from there a
challenge began: to build a new car for Heidfeld, in addition to integrating a new gearbox for
his team mate Stéphane Sarrazin.
“After the race in Beijing we worked overnight to try to rebuild the car. Unfortunately we
discovered that the chassis was damaged at the bottom after it made contact with the kerbs.
It was impossible to continue with this chassis,” Lionel Chevalier told ElectricAutosport.com.
The French engineer is in charge of Heidfeld’s car. In addition it was planned to send the
damaged battery casing back to Williams Advanced Engineering in the United Kingdom and
to put the old battery into a new casing. But the British technology firm decided to provide
an entirely new package instead.
Venturi collected as many spare parts as possible after the race. “We’ve put a new battery
and electric motor in, but couldn’t receive a gearbox as Formula E ran out of spares. We
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included the broken gearbox instead to make sure the car would get through customs,”
Chevalier knows.
The dedicated team of engineers started to remove all the components on Wednesday in
order to rebuild the car completely. But it sounds easier that it is. “Of course we needed to
do all the wrapping and making the chassis and components ready to work with. So it isn’t
really plug and play,” Chevalier explains. “We have to work tonight in order to make it for
Friday’s shakedown session. It’s a big challenge but we don’t have any choice: we will have
to be ready.”
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Drama and success: what the Formula E
drivers said in Putrajaya
Tim Biesbrouck, November 24, 2014 (web link)
The second race in the FIA Formula E Championship in Putrajaya, Malaysia, proved that the
extraordinary event in Beijing could be matched in terms of excitement. There was much
drama and success as a result of unfortunate crashes and excellent performances. Podium
finishers deserved to cheer and jumping around of joy while others were left with the
illusion to score after they collided or ran into the wall. ElectricAutosport.com asked the
drivers for their comments.
It was Sam Bird who took victory after starting from second on the grid. The Virgin Racing
driver was able to pass pole sitter Oriol Servia with a brilliant move in turn 3. “I lined up the
car three corners before and I made him to go to the inside of turn 1 which made him have a
tighter radius through the first two turns. I was able to position myself successfully for the
turn and passed him on the exit,” Bird explained. From there he almost cruised to victory but
there was one moment his heart rate increased. “I was slowing down a bit at the end of the
race and suddenly I saw a car that looked like the one of Daniel Abt, but I just had lapped
him. I realised it that this driver with the green helmet was Lucas. I questioned myself: how
did he managed to drive all the way to the front?”
Di Grassi had a good explanation. He and Sébastien Buemi, who finished third, were
determined to score well after being penalised in qualifying. Both started at the back of the
grid after the Audi Sport ABT driver exceeded the energy usage on the car while Buemi’s
vehicle was found underweight. Answering Bird’s question, di Grassi said: “I managed to
overtake a few cars in the very first lap. By then I already moved up to 15th I think. More
crashes followed and the safety car came out a couple of times. At the pit stop I was already
racing in sixth position. There was another crash with Nelson Piquet jr., which promoted me
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once more. After a couple of overtaking manoeuvres I came second. Racing from the back of
the grid to second feels amazing.”
Piquet jr. was one of the drivers that didn’t have much luck; being involved in an accident
that forced him to retire. That was very unfortunate for the China Racing driver after much
progress was made since Beijing. “This is bit of a delusion for the team as for sure we would
have been finished on the podium,” he said and describes the collision with Jarno Trulli as
the Italian driver defended his position fiercely. “This is very frustrating. Once you go on the
outside and your rival comes all the way back and hits you against the wall it’s a pretty
severe incident. I know it wasn’t on purpose, but it’s forbidden to move twice.”
After the unfortunate crash in Beijing, where he collided with Nico Prost while battling for
the win, Nick Heidfeld wasn’t lucky in Putrajaya too. First he was hit in the hairpin, where the
bodywork on the right hand side and the floor got damaged. Heidfeld unfortunately suffered
a same kind of accident as Piquet jr, when Franck Montagny left not much room for the
black and red car. “He saw a chance to jump on the inside of me but I think he dived on a
place where it is a bit dangerous. I could easily made the corner, but I was turning to the left
and his car was next to me, leaving no room. He drove me into the wall and that’s a shame,”
Heidfeld explained.
Most unlucky man of the day was Bruno Senna. Started from eight on the grid, the Brazilian
driver managed to move up to fourth in the closing stage of the race. He was even increasing
pressure on Buemi to drive the Mahindra car to a podium finish. But in the very last lap, with
just two corners to go, his race ended with the biggest crash of the day. “I was really close to
Sébastien, but when I turned in I went on the marbles and it was game over. I simple didn’t
have a chance and that was very disappointed,” he explained.
Another podium candidate was Senna’s team mate Karun Chandhok. The Indian was initially
in third place, but he couldn’t recover from a dramatic pit. “I lost 14 seconds while changing
cars,” he said. “The mechanic wasn’t able to fasten the seatbelt quickly enough. It wasn’t his
fault, as he wasn’t trained to do that. He had to replace our main mechanic after he
collapsed due to the heat and went to hospital.” Chandhok did have an idea to improve
positions. “I was behind Jarno Trulli and didn’t wanted to risk overtaking him because I
thought it would be possible in the second stint.”
With Bird, di Grassi and Buemi on the podium, it was Nicolas Prost taking fourth after setting
the fastest lap time in qualifying and coming from 11th on the grid due to a Beijing race
penalty. Jerome d’Ambrosio recovered from 20th to fifth. Chandhok finished in sixth, in front
of Servia and Antonio Felix da Costa who drove his first race for Amlin Aguri. Jaime
Alguersuari came home in ninth while Daniel Abt grabbed the final point after having
technical difficulties with his first car.
With so many drivers being able to battle for podium positions, it is impossible to make any
predictions for the upcoming races. What we do know is that excitement is guaranteed, as a
majority of the competitors is able to succeed. The next race will be hosted in Punta del Este,
Uruguay, on 13 December 2014.
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GT4 European Series concluded with Racing
Team Holland claiming teams’ title while
Grammatico wins GT4 AM Class
October 26, 2014 (web link)
The inaugural season of the GT4 European Series has been completed with thrilling races on
the Autodromo Nazionale Monza. After Ricardo van der Ende (NED) and Bernhard van
Oranje (NED) took the GT4 Pro Class title on Saturday, Racing Team Holland by Ekris
Motorsport claimed the teams’ title as well with Simon Knap (NED) and temporary team
mate Jörg Viebahn (GER) winning in their category while Van der Ende / Van Oranje were
classified second. Frenchman André Grammatico secured the win in the GT4 Am Class and
was crowned as champion in his division. Manuel Lasagni (ITA) crossed the finish line first
with the Ginetta G50.
The race started sensationally with several drivers racing nose to tail coming out of the first
chicane, with Marcel Nooren (NED) damaging the front of his Camaro. In lap four Nooren
took the lead and was holding off the Ginetta’s of Lasagni and Jesse Anttila (FIN) before he
retired three laps later with a leaking radiator. After losing the race win on Saturday, Luc
Braams (NED) also parked his damaged Camaro in the pit lane. V8 Racing therefore wasn’t
able to win the teams’ championship title.
Meanwhile Haken Ricknas (SWE) and Grammatico battled for the lead in the GT4 Am Class
before Ricknas handed over the Porsche 911 GT4 to Peter Larsen (SWE). Grammatico took
the lead and drove to victory, claiming the GT4 Am Class title in style. Ricknas and Larsen
finished second in front of Saturday’s winners Liesette Braams (NED) and Rob Severs (NED).
“I’m very happy as I wanted to win the title in our division with a victory,” said Grammatico.
“It has been a great season with the BMW Espace Bienvenue M3 GT4 with racing at great
tracks like Spa-Francorchamps and Monza. Battling with my main rivals Braams and Severs
was fun too.”
Lasagni was able to hold off Knap who took over the BMW M3 GT4 from Viebahn. Started
from tenth on the grid, the two BMW drivers passed their opponents one by one and drove
to victory in the GT4 Pro Class, ranking second overall. “Fortunately this race went well after
yesterday when we were hit by one of the Ginetta drivers”, said Knap. “I was handed over
the car with a major advantage over Daniel Roos. I knew that he was trying to catch me, but
I could easily drive to victory. We claimed the teams’ championship as well, which is a great
achievement.”
“This was a great race with a great car,” said Lasagni after taking the overall win. “I knew this
was going to be a great day when I woke up this morning. I’m so happy with winning the
final race of the GT4 European Series today.” Anttila and Tineo Salvador (ESP) finished
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second in the Ginetta G50 Cup, while Stefano Stefanelli (ITA) and Lorenzo Marcucci (ITA) –
the winners of Saturday’s race – took third.
Max Braams, coordinator of the GT4 European Series, announced that the Ginetta G50 Cup
drivers will, in addition to their own Cup trophy, also be incorporated in next year’s GT4 Pro
and Am championships. A provisional 2015 calendar will be revealed shortly. “The inaugural
season has been beyond expectations. We’ve seen thrilling races on famous circuits
throughout Europe with various makes and many international participants taking part,”
said Braams. “In the coming week we will announce next year’s calendar and it promises to
be exciting with possible venues in Belgium, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands and Sweden.”
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